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Before the rise of modern companies, shareholding mining corporations appeared in mountainous 
regions of continental Europe, after feudal lords painfully learned the most enduring lesson of the 
times: that ‘a mere bunch of ore makes no mine’.  ‘Piercing mountains with tunnels’; sinking shafts; 
timbering adits and galleries; building water streams; hiring land surveyors, foremen, and miners; in 
situ ore-washing; renting beasts of burden; and ore-testing and smelting, were no gambling businesses.  
Starting in the twelfth century, silver-hungry entrepreneurs turned a feudal lord’s pain, lack of 
investment-money, into gain.  Organized in shareholding corporations, they ‘ploughed back capital’ 
into the subsoil, triggering decisive changes in the structure and purpose of the world’s mining 
businesses.     
  
Holding sixteen partii or shares in the case of Alpine corporations, and up to sixty-eight ḥiṣṣe or shares 
in the case of Balkan associations, mining corporations were hierarchically organized.  They had 
secretaries, accountants, chief engineers, cashiers, and financial officers.  Laws regulated share 
leasing, selling, mortgaging, donation, and inheritance.  Investors, or Wercorum in the Alps, colonii 
principalii in the Carpathians, partiarii in Tuscany, parzonavilii in Sardinia, and varaq in the Ottoman 
Balkans, occupied the highest stratum of the business structure.  They were CEOs who expended ‘toil 
and trouble’ á la Smith, for keeping mines under continuous operation, at the expense of poor miners, 
women, and ‘old people’.  The consequences were exceptional: money became the sinews of the 
mining business. 
  
The article describes the structure and purpose of mining corporations in the Alps, Carpathians, 
Tuscany, Sardinia, and the Balkans.  It discusses questions ignored so far in current business history 
studies: What are the origins of mining business profits?  Did geography give advantages to Europe’s 
shareholding mining-corporations?  Did the Islamic State put obstacles to shareholding mining-
corporations in Andalusia and Maghreb?  Is the time ripe for a global history of mining corporations?   


